
AskNAO Tablet

Robotics serving children
NAO, education assistant robot



NAO, the humanoid robot

Designed in Paris by Softbank Robotics Company, NAO is the most famous humanoid robot in the world, with nearly 10,000 copies distributed worldwide, used in
research, technological training, point-of-sale animation, education...
ERM Robotique use it remarkable features and charming design to make it a companion and assistant in robotics and healthcare.

Education & Digital Technology

AskNAO Tablet, authored by ERM Robotique makes the robot even easier to use and
program, so that everyone can benefit from NAO’s power for young pupils’ education.
Three main lines of work have been developed:
 Use NAO to introduce students to programming and skills development through the

manipulation of innovative items, such as custom Choregraph boxes.
 Use NAO as an education assistant to instill knowledge and skills in one or more students

with autonomous mini-educational sessions. NAO is, therefore, the support of a
differentiated teaching playful and captivating within the class.

 Nao is also a unique tool for specialized education, including the autism treatment, as
evidenced by a growing number of studies. ERM Robotique offers a software suite
developed in collaboration with several specialized centers, with a content designed to
suit children with specific needs.

NAO, education assistant

The easy NAO control solution 
« Learn and have fun »

AskNAO Blockly

The easy NAO programming solution
« Learn computer code / create easily new activities »

AskNAO Tablet



ERM Robotique provides several ready-to-use games with the AskNAO Tablet solution. With 
this pre-installed content, the user has a turnkey solution and can start working with the robot 
right away. AskNao Tablet is a software suite that includes:

 The tablet application to control the robot very easily and launch “apptivities” on the robot.

 Several pedagogical “apptivities” developed in connection with teachers.  

The playful solution for education: AskNAO Tablet

The tablet application

The tablet application is essential to benefit fully from AskNAO
suite. Thanks to it, NAO robot has an additional media to show and describe,
which increases its possibilities with exercises that can not be satisfied with
oral answers, such as questions on conjugation or forms choice.

Moreover, you may control the robot: use the application to launch
programs on NAO and control the volume, movements and speech.

Choregraphe libraries

Choregraphe boxes are designed to allow experienced users to take advantage of
tablet display capabilities for their Choregraphe programs.

For example, it is possible to display text, images, videos, or buttons linked to
Choregraphe through ALMemory events.

AskNAO TabletLearning while having fun

The « Apptivities »

ERM Robotic provide lots of educational activities «ready to use» with the AskNAO
Tablet solution. Those activities can be fun, therapy and sometimes both! Through
this pre-install content, the user have a turnkey solution and can start working
straightaway with the robot. The applications are head towards 4 axes :

 Educational games

 Physicals activities for which the child has to imitate or guide NAO

 Stories which develop the children listening abilities

 Rewards



The playful solution for education: AskNAO Tablet

Educational games

NAO games usually take place as follows: the robot presents a situation, then it ask a question and
pronounces an award sentence if successful. Answers can be given either orally, by showing an
object, a map, or using the tablet. For special needs, the teacher can control the rollout of the game
manually.

The list of available games is the following:

 Colors Hunt: NAO has lost his colors. The student must help him to find them by showing him the 
colors he named (tablet version)

 Images Game (Animals, Transportation…) : NAO asks the children to show him animals, 
transportation and other objects (customizable),

 Guess my emotions: The robot mimes the emotions that the student must guess.

 Guess a sport: The robot mimes a sport, and the children have to guess which one it is.

 Colors game: The robot asks the child to recognize objects, by name and/or color, and possibly 
perform actions with (Customizable – For very young children). 

Stories

To stimulate children’s attention:

 The three musketeers: NAO tells the three musketeers story and mimes
gestures

 Christmas eve: A little story for good children

 Pirates story: A story that involves sailors, parrots and a treasure

Physical activities
NAO’s 25 degrees of freedom give him a great agility, allowing it to perform many positions and
movements. The list of available activities is the following:

 Yoga adventure: NAO practices Yoga, and the child imitates its positions (Tablet version),

 Follow me: The child takes NAO by the hand, and the robot follows him.

Awards

Awards are usually used to congratulate the child after an activity. It can be dances or movements to
watch, in which the child is passive and therefore has no action to provide. Some of the AskNAO
Tablet awards are:

 Electroswing dance: NAO dances on Little Lilly Swing by Tri Tachyon.

 Zombie Disco dance

 Mister Funk dance

 Taichi Dance: NAO makes Taichi movements

To come…

News activities are under development:

 Motor function (with Dijon local education authority) : NAO realize simple
or combined movement. The child has to imitate him at best. The aim:
retain an education line and moving with a landmark.

 Do a route (with DSDEN84) : NAO is programmed by children. With cards,
they can give orders that will be memorized and replay by the robot. The
roles can be reversed. Those physics activities allows children move their
bodies.

 Phoneme – write (with Thierry LE BUHE, Saint Maurice Hospital) : the
child makes the NAO robot speak. The educator asks the child to write a
word that will be read aloud by NAO. The word archive is available by the
educator.

 Phoneme – listen (with Thierry LE BUHE, Saint Maurice Hospital) : the aim
is to distinguish phonemes. The educator prepares a letter, syllable, word
line and an action verb that will be next asked by NAO near children. It is
possible to record the words in cards. Then, NAO will say the content
aloud that ones as soon as a child will show him the card.

 Make the robot speak: sentences can be record in order to be repeat by
NAO. The aim is to make NAO speak, greet, present activities, education
and to interact with children.



Special-needs education & Healthcare: AskNAO Tablet for 
Autism

Support & Educate Children with Autism

Learning companion for children with autism

AskNAO Tablet for autism is a complete solution to assist educators in supporting children with autism troubles. The solution includes
NAO robot with a set of educational and playful applications written specifically for the needs of children with autism.

Some activities doable for children with
autism:
• Activity «Point out objects on the

ground»
• Activity «question / object selection in

a closed list (tablet, oral)»
• Activity «Body schema, point out body

parts»
• Activity «Visual stimulation with card

games»
• Activity «Social ability and greetings»

Development of skills targeted for children with autism from
3 to 5 years-old:
• Imitation
• Sound orientation
• Look
• Comprehension

AskNAO Tablet 

What are the benefits of having NAO in a classroom?
NAO has demonstrated qualities adapted to the special-needs education context: NAO is
captivating, predictable, tireless and multi-interactive.
NAO is a technology humanoid interface that naturally attracts children. It helps to create
communication bridges between the child and his entourage. It is easy to decrypt, helps to
reduce children’s anxiety and minimizes the overstimulation risks.
NAO constantly encourages the child and repeat instructions. Thus, he feels confident and
continues his efforts.
Whether through touch, voice or sight, NAO also offers many possibilities of interactions.

What is the AskNAO Tablet environment purpose for autism?
Even without computer and robotic knowledge, this environment allows you to take control of the robot easily and at any time.
AskNAO Tablet for autism allows to customize sessions according to each child profile. These educational applications are directly
inspired by proven approaches and behavioral models. They are customizable, and you can select and personalize activities according to
each child’s learning objectives, motivation and personality.
These applications cover a range of complementary and varied skills: interpersonal communication, everyday activities knowledge,
emotions recognition …

ERM develops specific contents on
autism in the French experimental
research program called
NaotismIA.



AskNAOBlockly

AskNao Blockly is a software suite that includes:

 A free online version (www.erm-robotique.com/blockly)

 A full offline version (school licence) with extended features like the
control of tablets, the handling of media files (videos, sounds, images)
and the generation of movements

Thanks to Blockly, the children learn coding by programming NAO and the
Tablet interface.

AskNAO Blockly: Learn coding

Learn coding
Basic functions of the robot

Basic functions of Blockly

Functions with media files and 
communication with the Tablet

3 x 1 = 3
3 x 2 = 6
3 x 3 = 9
3 x 4 = 12
3 x 5 = 15
3 x 6 = 18
3 x 7 = 21
3 x 8 = 24
3 x 9 = 27
3 x 10 = 30

http://www.erm-robotique.com/blockly


AskNao Blockly is a software suite that includes:

 A free online version (www.erm-robotique.com/blockly)

 A full offline version (school licence) with extended features like the control of tablets,
the handling of media files (videos, sounds, images) and the generation of movements

Thanks to Blockly, all teachers can create their own educative activities (capsules) and use
them with their pupils.

AskNAO Blockly: Easily create new activities

Create easily new activities

Easy-to-create activity: Oral comprehension  Phonem recognition

The NAO robot asks: «In which word do you hear the sound [u]?». NAO proposes
several words and:or displays images associated to words on the companion Tablet.
The child answers by repeating the word, proposing a card or selecting the right
answer on the Tablet…

Easy-to-create activity: Oral comprehension  Story telling

The NAO robot tells a story and, simultaneously, performs movements, displays
images associated to words or sentences on the companion Tablet… It is also possible
to complete the story with questions and answers…

Easy-to-create activity: Human body and Gymnastics

The NAO robot performs gymnastic movements or dances. Simultaneously, he gives
explanations on the interest for the human body, on anatomy…

Be creative and share your education capsules with the community

Native and foreign languages (20 languages supported by NAO), mathematics,
history, geography, sports…

AskNAO Blockly

http://www.erm-robotique.com/blockly


NAO, education assistant: placing an order

Softwares suite

Expansions & Training

NAO & Accessories

 NAO H25 humanoid robot (Evolution Academic Edition)
with programming software suite (SDK, Choregraphe,
Monitor) on site license, 2 languages and 2 years warranty
(Ref: AR//NAOEUUK-B2A-2Y)

 NAO additional battery (Ref: AR//AC-NABT)

 Battery charger Li 2A (Ref: AR//AC-NACH)

 10” Android Tablet for AskNAO (Ref: ER//TabAndroïd10)

 NAO base support (Ref: SocleSupport)

 WiFi/Ethernet Router (Ref: ROUWIETH)

 NAO Carrying Case, small model (Ref: AR//AC-NATC)

 AskNAO Tablet with Control, Quizz and Apps (Educational games, Stories, Physical Activities,
Awards) for multi-tablet use (1 teacher and up to 4 students) (Ref: AskNAOTablet)

 AskNAO Blockly for learning coding and easily creating educative activities (Ref:
AskNAOBlockly - School licence)

 Additional language for NAO (Ref: AR//AC-NAAL)

 One year warranty extension for NAO H25, battery excluded (Ref: AR//SP-H2504-05)

 Training on the use, 1 day on site (Ref: FO1JCLIENT)

 Training on the use, 1 day at ERM in Carpentras (Ref: FO1JERM)

 Choregraphe programs training, 2 days at ERM in Carpentras (Ref: FO2JERM)

 Remote technical support for Using and programming NAO, 20 hours a year (Ref:
SUPPORT1AN)

ERM Robotique is part of ERM Automatismes

561 allée Bellecour - 84200 Carpentras - France - Tél. + 33 (0) 4 90 60 05 68 - Fax + 33 (0) 4 90 60 66 26

www.erm-robotique.com  - contact@erm-robotique.com


